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Conference Theme
The last few decades were celebrated as the era of globalization heightened due to inexorable
cross border trade, movement of capital and people. Expansion of trade is much faster across
nations thus scaling up the total trade to 50% higher than production. On the other, financial
globalization has proceeded at an even more rapid pace than trade globalization over the past few
decades. Further, the number of people residing on foreign land grew by more than a quarter.
But today, the protectionist policies advocated by the advanced world portend the start of a new
era –perhaps one of de-globalization. Economists pursue that the cause for retreat of
globalization is Brexit and Trump’s rise and is viewed as second wave of de-globalization. This
reversal policy stance may set a new direction for the global trade patterns and capital flows. In
view of shift in the policy perspective of advanced economies and changing scenario of
economic growth and employment in emerging economies, policy makers now have to reset the
new trade policies and financial systems for the healthier trade and investment flows that support
economic growth.
It is in this context, Institute of Public Enterprise (IPE) Hyderabad proposed to organize a twoday international conference on “New Trade Policies and Capital Flow under De-Globalization
in the Emerging Economics”.

Conference Objective
The objective of the proposed Conference is to stimulate the academic discussion and debate on
new trade policies and flow of capital under de-globalization era in the world, especially in the
emerging economies.

Conference Sub-themes
Towards this the conference calls for the submission of unpublished theoretical, empirical
and analytically policy relevant papers on different sub-themes mentioned below.
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Evolution and Trade policies and terms of trade
New Trade policy and Trade performance
Internationalization and economic openness
FDI, Global Value Chain and Economic growth
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Export- and Import-led growth
Capital flow, value addition, economic growth and employment
Foreign trade and its Impact on Industries
Trade agreements, firms performance and regional economic integration
Trade war, Multilateral agencies and tariff
International business cycle transmission
Global trade and Currency valuation
Exchange rate movement and Wave of capital flow
Credit market structure and Business cycle
Post-crisis capital flow and International trade
Trade finance and Exchange rate volatility
Capital flight and monetary policy
Currency Wars

Target Group
The Conference proposed to provide a platform to academicians, policy makers, practitioners,
bankers and young scholars to share their research findings and thoughts on various aspects of
new trade policies and capital movement in the age of de-globalization in emerging economics.

